There is a lost of misinformation and speculation about the coronavirus (COVID-19). We would like to provide you with some reliable information to help you through these uncertain and stressful times. We believe the information is helpful for those living with Parkinson’s disease, caregivers for Parkinson’s patients and their loved ones.

Please note: for the most up to date information about COVID-19, please refer to the CDC website by either clicking this link or copying this link into your web-browser.
You can also find the complete article on the Summit website.
www.SummitforStemCell.org

Please stay strong and be well. – The Board of Directors

UPDATE FROM ASPEN NEUROSCIENCE: From Jeanne Loring, Ph.D.

During the pandemic, Aspen Neuroscience is staying on track in development of neuron replacement therapy for PD. Our team is continuing to work in the lab. Biotechnology is designated by the governor, so we can proceed as normal. Since we have a team of scientists who are all very experienced, we have established a schedule to limit the number of people in the lab at one time. Management is all working from home, with daily conference calls. Some delay may occur because the FDA requires us to have outside contractors perform some of the work, and the outside contractors may experience delays, but we have put multiple alternatives in place.

Autologous dopamine neurons created from iPSCs
UPCOMING EVENTS

DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC – All in-person events are temporarily suspended.

EDUCATIONAL PRESENTATIONS

Stem Cells and Autologous Dopamine Neuron Replacement Therapy for Parkinson’s disease

COMING SOON!
NEW DATES for 2020

Educational Presentations will resume – new dates to be announced

Special Educational Event for Healthcare providers: Postponed – targeting June or July 2020

Intimate Mini-Concert

5K EVENT: tentatively this Fall...

THE FDA, Clinical Trials & Regenerative Medicine:

The FDA is working with the regenerative medical industry to bring promising cell-based therapies to market as safely and efficaciously as possible.

The FDA has developed programs to coalesce with the rate at which exciting new significant scientific discoveries are being made in regenerative medical research. Cell-based therapies for diseases with unmet needs are under the purview of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) at the FDA. At the same time, CBER is working to protect the American public from false claims made by “bad actor” clinics.

For anxious Parkinson’s patients with a progressive disease, “time” is the foe. Please watch our website for more information about the FDA’s programs for the Biological industry.

FDA Letter Writing Campaign

Let your voice be heard!

Write a letter to the FDA TODAY. Let the FDA know you want a viable stem cell-based therapy as a treatment option. Specifically, Dr. Jeanne Loring’s & Dr. Andres Bratt-Leal’s autologous dopamine neuron replacement therapy.

We respectfully request that all letters are POSITIVE.

More info: www.SummitforStemCell.org

Send your letter to:
Summit for Stem Cell Foundation
P.O. Box 1420, San Marcos, CA 92079

Or to: info@SummitforStemCell.org

Write daily, weekly or monthly.
We will send in all letters for you.

CONGRATULATIONS

Dr. Jeanne Loring!

For being celebrated as one of the 11 Influential and Inspiring Women in Advanced Therapies and Beyond

To view the article:
https://www.phacilitate.co.uk/article/11-influential-women-advanced-therapies
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